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PM Modi gifts Rs 38,000-crore
development projects to Mumbai

Simmi Kaur Babbar

Mumbai, January 19: Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Thursday inaugurated and laid foundation
stones of development projects worth more
than Rs 38,000 crore in different sectors in
Mumbai, giving a big push to infrastructure,
urban travel and healthcare ahead of civic
polls, where the BJP and the Eknath Shinde-
led Shiv Sena will seek to showcase these
ventures to take on the political rivals. This
was Modi’s first visit to Mumbai after
Maharashtra Chief Minister Eknath Shinde
took office in June-end last year after dislodg-
ing the Maha Vikas Aghadi (MVA) govern-
ment. At the inauguration and foundation
stone laying ceremony of development proj-
ects at Bandra Kurla Complex (BKC), both
Shinde and deputy chief minister Devendra
Fadnavis targeted the Uddhav Thackeray-led
Shiv Sena faction and the MVA government.
Civic elections in Mumbai and some other
important cities, including Pune, Thane and
Nagpur, are likely to be held later this year. The
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and Shinde’s faction of
the Shiv Sena are looking to wrest control of the
Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation (BMC) from

the Thackeray-headed camp. At a function held at
the MMRDA ground in BKC, Modi inaugurated and
laid foundation stones of a string of projects worth
more than Rs 38,000 crore aimed at developing infra-

structure, easing urban travel, and strengthening
healthcare in the financial capital. He laid foundation
stones for seven sewage treatment plants, a road
concretisation project and redevelopment of the
Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Terminus. The PM

inaugurated Mumbai Metro Rail Lines 2A and 7 built
at a cost of around Rs 12,600 crore. They comprise a
35km-long elevated corridor stretching from
Andheri to Dahisar in suburban Mumbai. Modi also

inaugurated 20 ‘Aapla Davakhana’ (health clin-
ics) named after Shiv Sena founder Bal
Thackeray. Earlier in his speech, deputy chief
minister Fadnavis said in the 2019 Assembly
polls, Modi had urged people to vote for a
‘double engine sarkar’ (BJP in power in state
and the Centre) in Maharashtra. “But due to
betrayal of some people, for two-and-a-half
years (the tenure of MVA regime) we did not
have a pro-people government in the state. But
because of true followers of Balasaheb
Thackeray, our government is back now,” the
BJP leader said, apparently referring to
Shinde, who revolted against the Shiv Sena
leadership in June 2022, leading to collapse of
the Uddhav Thackeray-led government. Modi
is the only PM who inaugurated projects
whose ground breaking ceremony he had per-

formed, Fadnavis said, adding this reflects begin-
ning of a new culture. Those who ruled the Mumbai
civic body for several years never worked to provide
clean water to local residents, he said, targeting the
Thackeray-led Sena faction. 

Dy CM Manish Sisodia felicitates mentors for their outstanding
work in mentoring the students of Delhi Government Schools

Naresh Malhotra

NEW DELHI, JAN. 19: Deputy Chief
Minister Shri Manish Sisodia addressed
the Desh Ke Mentor Conclave on
Thursday. The conclave was organised by
the Delhi Commission for Protection of
Child Rights to celebrate the journey of
mentors registered under the program
from all over the country and the
mentees. At the conclave, the Deputy CM
stressed the need for timely career guid-
ance for students. He said, "In the present
times, protecting the nation from being
directionless is as important as protecting
the nation from enemies. Mentors under
the Delhi government’s flagship initiative
‘Desh Ke Mentor’ Program have worked
towards giving direction to the future of
hundreds of children studying in Delhi
government schools. This is their biggest
contribution to nation building and secur-
ing the future of the nation." The Deputy
Chief Minister felicitated the mentors
under the program for putting in the

efforts to show the right path to the Delhi
government school students who often

don't receive timely support in making
informed career choices from their sur-
roundings. The Deputy Chief Minister

also participated in the panel discussion
with mentors from various professional

backgrounds. Shri Manish Sisodia said,
“For the Education Ministers across the
country, most of the targets include get-

ting teachers recruited on time, providing
mid-day meals and books to all students
and ensuring funds for the universities to
run them better. But, under the leader-
ship of CM Shri Arvind Kejriwal,  the
Delhi Government is always focused on
the holistic development of its students.”
He added that during various interactions
with students of Delhi government
schools, it was observed that they did not
have much exposure to future career
opportunities and various professional
fields they can pursue. "They had grown
up in surroundings where families were
often struggling to make the ends meet.
Children from such underserved back-
grounds did not have enough support to
make informed career choices. Thus the
government’s flagship program ‘Desh Ke
Mentor’ was launched to help such stu-
dents. This is the nation’s largest mentor-
ing program launched by the Delhi gov-
ernment." "Today, the lack of dreams and
direction in school children is the biggest
challenge for the future of the country.

Protesting wrestlers not satisfied with Sports
ministry's response, want WFI to be dissolved

TST Correspondent

New Delhi, January 19: The country’s
top wrestlers on Thursday vowed to
intensify their protest, saying the govern-
ment has given them an assurance but no
“satisfactory response” and
they will lodge multiple FIRs
against WFI president Brij
Bhushan Sharan Singh if the
Wrestling Federation of India
is not disbanded immediately.
The wrestlers, who have
accused the WFI president of
sexual exploitation and intimi-
dation, continued their dharna
for the second day as more
grapplers joined them in what
they called was a fight to give
“a new life to Indian
wrestling”. Three-time CWG
medallist and BJP leader
Babita Phogat came to the protest site
with a “message” from the government
and assured the grapplers that their
demands will be met as the athletes took

turn to share their bad experiences.
Tokyo Olympics silver medallist Ravi
Dahiya pleaded for more support while
young Anshu Malik narrated how WFI
president’s presence in the players’ hotel
in Bulgaria during the world junior cham-

pionship last year made the women
wrestlers uncomfortable. It may be noted
that 21-year-old Anshu had not competed
in that championship as she was injured.
A team of wrestlers, including Bajrang

Punia, Vinesh Phogat, Anshu, Sakshi
Malik, and her husband Satyawrat
Kadiyan, was then called for a meeting
with the government as they discussed
their issues with Sports Secretary Sujata
Chaturvedi, Director General SAI Sandip

Pradhan and Joint Secretary
(Sports) Kunal. During the one-
hour meeting, the wrestlers were
asked to end their protest and
assured that their grievances will
be addressed. However, the
wresters wanted a concrete and
immediate action and decided to
continue their protest unless WFI
President is removed and the
national federation is disbanded
along with all the state wrestling
associations in the country. Later
addressing the media, Vinesh did
not disclose what transpired at the

meeting but said, “Unfortunately we did
not get a satisfactory response.”
“Yesterday, we had 1-2 victims amongst
us but now we have 5-6 wrestlers, who
were harassed (sexually).

Govt diverting attention of people and then
looting them: Rahul Gandhi in J-K
Sanjay Kumar

Lakhanpur (J-K), January 19: Entering
Jammu and Kashmir on the last leg of his
Bharat Jodo Yatra, Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi accused the Centre of indulging in
mass pickpocketing by diverting
the attention of people and then
looting them. As dusk fell and tem-
peratures dipped, hundreds of peo-
ple walked alongside Gandhi. In a
customary handover function,
Punjab’s Congress unit gave the
party flag to a leader from the
Jammu and Kashmir wing. “The
BJP and RSS have spread hatred. I
earlier thought it ran deep but it
does not and is mainly seen on tele-
vision,” Gandhi said in his first stop
in Jammu and Kashmir, about 90
km from Jammu. He listed hatred,
violence, unemployment and price rise as
the main issues confronting the country
and blamed the media for not highlighting

them. Criticising the media for not focus-
ing on the right issues, he said it uses top-
ics such as Bollywood stars Aishwarya Rai
and Akshay Kumar to divert the attention
of people. There was one more point about
two India’s in making - one for poor and

one for the corporate world, he said.
Injecting a personal note, Gandhi said his
ancestors belonged to this land and he felt
he was returning home. “I am going back

to my roots, I know the suffering of the
people of Jammu and Kashmir and come
to you with a bowed head,” he said. Gandhi
said he had been walking about seven
hours a day, covering 25 km each day, but
nobody was tired as some people had pre-

dicted. “I later felt we are not feeling
tired because people are pushing us
forward.”     “If someone falls, he is
supported within seconds... nobody
is asking anyone what is your reli-
gion,” he said. Gandhi started walk-
ing from Kanyakumari in September.
The Bharat Jodo Yatra is scheduled
to conclude in Srinagar on January
30. The distance yet to be covered is
over 360 km. Earlier welcoming him,
National Conference chief Farooq
Abdullah drew a parallel between the
Shankaracharya and Rahul Gandhi.

“Many years ago, Shankaracharya had
undertaken a yatra from Kanyakumari to
Kashmir. And today you are doing it,” the
MP said here.

Want neighbourly ties with
Pakistan but there should be

terror-free atmosphere for it: India
New Delhi, January 19: Days after Pakistan Prime

Minister Shehbaz Sharif offered to hold bilateral talks,
India on Thursday said it always wanted normal neigh-
bourly ties with Pakistan but there should be an
atmosphere free from terror and violence for such a
relationship. The comments by External Affairs
Ministry Spokesperson Arindam Bagchi came when
asked at a media briefing about Sharif’s offer last
week to hold talks between the two countries to
resolve outstanding issues such as Kashmir. “We have
said that we have always wanted normal neighbourly
relations with Pakistan. But there should be a con-
ducive atmosphere in which there is no terror, hostili-
ty or violence. That remains our position,” Bagchi
said. In an interview with UAE-based Al Arabiya news
channel last week, Sharif said that Pakistan has learnt
its lesson after three wars with India and now it wants
to live in peace with India, if “we are able to resolve

our genuine problems”. “We have three wars with
India and it only brought more misery, poverty and
unemployment to the people,” Sharif said. “My mes-
sage to the Indian leadership and Prime Minister
(Narendra Modi) is that let’s sit down at the table and
have serious and sincere talks to resolve our burning
issues like Kashmir, where flagrant violations of
human rights are taking place day in and day out,” he
said. However, the Pakistan’s Prime Minister’s Office
later said negotiations are not possible without India
revoking its 2019 actions on Kashmir. India has been
maintaining that it desires normal neighbourly rela-
tions with Pakistan while insisting that the onus is on
Islamabad to create an environment free of terror and
hostility for such an engagement. The ties between
India and Pakistan came under severe strain after
India’s warplanes pounded a Jaish-e-Mohammed ter-
rorist training camp in Balakot in Pakistan in
February 2019 in response to the Pulwama terror
attack. The relations further deteriorated after India in
August 2019 announced withdrawing special powers
of Jammu and Kashmir and bifurcation of the state
into two union territories.

Davos, Switzerland, January 19:
The world's most powerful activist con-
fronted the man in charge of regulating
global energy in Davos on Thursday,
demanding an end to fossil fuel invest-
ments. Greta Thunberg urged IEA
Executive Director Fatih Birol to stop
the global energy industry and the fin-
anciers who support them from fuelling
carbon investments. "As long as they
can get away with it they will continue
to invest in fossil fuels, they will contin-
ue to throw people under the bus,"
Thunberg warned. During a round-
table discussion with Birol on the side-
lines of the World Economic Forum
(WEF) annual meeting, activists said
they had presented a "cease and desist"
letter to CEOs calling on them to stop
opening new oil, gas and coal extraction
sites. The oil and gas industry, which
has been accused by activists of hijack-
ing the climate change debate in the
Swiss ski resort, has said that it needs
to be part of the energy transition as fos-
sil fuels will continue to play a major
role in the energy mix as the world shift
to a low-carbon economy. Thunberg
joined with fellow activists Helena
Gualinga from Ecuador, Vanessa

Nakate from Uganda and Luisa
Neubauer from Germany to discuss
the tackle the big issues with Birol.
Birol thanked the activists for meeting
him, but insisted that the transition had
to include a mix of stakeholders, espe-
cially in the face of the global energy
security crisis caused by the war in
Ukraine. The IEA chief said there was
no reason to justify investments in new
oil fields because of the energy crunch,
saying by the time these became opera-
tional the climate crisis would be worse.
He also said he was less pessimistic
than the climate activists about the shift
to clean energy. "We can have slight
legitimate optimism," he said, adding:
"Last year the amount of renewables
coming to the market was record high."
But he admitted that the transition was
not happening fast enough and warned
that emerging and developing coun-
tries risked being left behind if
advanced economies did not support
the transition. 'Real money' The United
Nation's climate conference, held in
Egypt last year, established a loss and
damage fund to compensate countries
most impacted by climate change
events. 

All you want to know about
controversial WFI chief and
BJP's Kaiserganj MP Brij
Bhushan Sharan Singh

Chandigarh January 19: A cornered WFI
president Brij Bhushan Sharan Singh on
Thursday reportedly called Sports Minister
Anurag Thakur to clarify stance on sexual allega-
tions against him and members of the federation
by India’s top wrestlers Vinesh Phogat and Sakshi
Malik. Denying all charges and claiming “political
vendetta”, the BJP’s Kaiserganj MP was also quot-
ed as saying that “even if one wrestler comes for-
ward and says that she has been sexually
harassed, that day I can be hanged”. While his
next move is awaited, for his party—the BJP—it is
a proverbial Catch-22 situation ahead of the 2024
General Election. A party’s fortunes are influ-
enced by Uttar Pradesh—the state that sends as
many as 80 MPs to the Lok Sabha and is often
termed as the path to power in Delhi. Brij
Bhushan is one of the BJP’s 62 MPs who repre-
sent the state in the current Lok Sabha.Notably,
recently a minister in BJP’s Haryana Government
Sandeep Singh had to resign after being accused
of sexual harassment by a coach.  While Brij
Bhushan does not hold any ministerial post, the
charges have put the BJP in a tight spot ahead of
the critical Lok Sabha Elections, given his influ-
ence in several constituencies in UP. 

Shraddha Kapoor is stuck
with a question, 'what is
most difficult thing about
modern love of year 2023'

Mumbai, January 19: Bollywood actress
Shraddha Kapoor is amping up the curiosity for
her upcoming release, 'Tu Jhoothi Main
Makkaar' in which she stars opposite Ranbir
Kapoor. On Thursday, the actress shared a
social media post stating that her mind is cloud-
ed with thoughts of what's the most difficult
part of modern love of the year 2023. The trig-
ger for the question came after she saw the trail-
er of the film which will be open to public con-
sumption only by Monday. But, for now the
thought seems to be simmering in her mind
and has asked for aid from her followers to
share what they think is the most difficult part
of love in current times. Shraddha uploaded a
picture of herself smiling. She captioned the pic-
ture, "2023 ke pyaar mein sabse mushkil kya
hai? A question that stuck with me after watch-
ing the trailer of #TuJhoothiMainMakkaar.
Excited to read your answers!!!" 'Tu Jhoothi
Main Makkaar', which brings Shraddha and
Ranbir together for the first time on screen, is
modern-day rom-com with a fresh and contem-
porary take on love and relationships. 

Greta Thunberg accuses energy firms
of throwing people 'under the bus'

NATO making ‘overtures’ to India to
create ‘additional problems’ in ties

with China: Russian FM Lavrov
Moscow, January 19: Russian Foreign Minister

Sergei Lavrov has accused the US-led military bloc
NATO of attempting to make “overtures” to India to cre-
ate “additional problems’ in India’s already strained rela-
tions with China. Speaking at a press conference on
Wednesday, he also said the US-led West has taken the
concept of the Indo-Pacific “out of context and given a
new meaning - the indivisibility of interests of NATO and
the Indo-Pacific region. The difference is obvious”.
“NATO is not limited to organising life on the European
continent. In June 2022, NATO’s Madrid Summit
declared that the military bloc had a global commitment,
specifically in relation of the Asia-Pacific region, which
they call the Indo-Pacific region. It is clear that they are
attempting to make overtures to India to create addition-
al problems in its relations with China,” Lavrov said.
NATO is a leading intergovernmental military grouping
of 30 member nations that was established in the after-
math of World War II. The grouping functions under the
framework of collective security. The headquarters of
NATO is in Brussels. In the past, Lavrov had said the
Indo-Pacific region strategy of the US will not affect the
close partnership between Russia and India. “We are
friends with India. We are doing our utmost to make sure
that India and China, our two great friends and brothers,
live in peace with one another. This is our policy which
we promote not only in the context of the SCO (Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation) or BRICS.
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KSRTC to push its double-decker plans based on BMTC’s run

SI slaps elderly 
man, transferred to 

control room

CHENNAI. An SI attached to 
Kothavalchavadi police station 
was transferred to the police 
control room for allegedly 
assaulting an elderly man. The 
order was issued by city police 
commissioner Shankar Jiwal 
after the video of the incident 
went viral on social media. 
According to sources, the man 
was waiting in a queue to collect 
free food that was offered by 
AIADMK workers on Tuesday 
to celebrate former MGR’s 106th 
b i r t h  a n n i v e r s a r y  a t  
Kothavalchavadi.

 SI Radhakrishnan was stationed 
for bandobast duty for the 
programme which was organised 
by AIADMK worker ‘Vetrilai’ 
Marimuthu on Ariyappan Street. 
He offered sarees to women and 
free food for people on Tuesday 
afternoon.Some people tried to 
form a new line to get the food. 
Radhakrishnan pulled out those 
who were joining the new line. 
Then he saw the elderly man and 
he dragged him out of the queue. 
In a fit of rage, Radhakrishnan, 
was seen kicking the elderly 
man.

development. CMDA alone is planning CHENNAI. A plan to develop the 
to execute 33 projects on 70.63 acres. Outer Ring Road (ORR) will soon 
These include proposals for CMDA gather momentum after the 
regional office in Kundrathur, hockey government gave its nod to develop 
turf, indoor stadium, river-front park, a 50m wide strip of land abutting the 
musical fountain, and urban park 62km ORR corridor. 87 projects 
among others. Sources also said more have been proposed in 550 acres of 
than 17 departments are likely to be land for large-scale commercial 
involved further in the development of development. According to official 
the land. Meanwhile, a consortium of s o u r c e s ,  n i n e  g o v e r n m e n t  
international developers is working on departments - Tamil Nadu Industrial 
the zoning of land parcels, valuation Development Corporation, Aavin, 
and preparing of a master plan. Srinivas Tamil  Nadu Civil  Supplies 

Department - have submitted proposals. Akinipatti, senior director, Tamil Nadu C o r p o r a t i o n ,  I n d i a n  O i l  
The total extent of land available along the 50m & Kerala, Knight Frank India, said, “It is a Corporation, Tamil Nadu Small Industries 

stretch is 750 acres, of which 196 acres consist clean land which will be unlocked. Approvals Department, Directorate of Fire and Rescue 
of waterbody, road, bus bay, quarry and toll would be made easy and there could be a huge services, Directorate of Art and Culture; 
booth. As such only 550 acres are available for development linking the city side.”Textiles Department and Handlooms 

buses. BMTC has invited bids certification from the Central BENGALURU. Among those 
for five electric double-decker Institute of Road Transport awaiting the roll-out of 
buses, which are expected to (CIRT),” he explained.BMTC’s double-decker 
hit the road by May-June. “On buses is the KSRTC. The state “There  a re  many  prac t ica l  
intercity routes, our buses have transporter is keen to know difficulties in operating double-
to cover long distances in the BMTC’s experience with the decker buses. We can see that there 
stipulated time period. Our buses, as it is itself exploring are foot-over bridges, flyovers, 
regular buses travel at a speed options to run such buses on underpasses and others on the 
of around 80 kmph. For now, select intercity routes, based road. Also, these buses cannot be 
the private operators do not on their feasibility. “We have manoeuvred in the same manner 
have double-decker buses that started operations of one as regular buses and require mobility in KSRTC. We are also 

can go on long distances at that electric bus on the intercity route -- special driving skills,” Kumar exploring options to operate 
s p e e d .  H o w e v e r ,  p r i v a t e  Bengaluru to Mysuru.  By said, adding that is why they will double-decker buses on intercity 
companies are working on February-end,  we plan to wait for the BMTC to operate routes if it is feasible,” said Anbu 
manufacturing buses to cover long introduce 49 buses on six routes. double-decker buses to know their Kumar, MD, KSRTC. He said they 
distances. Such buses have to get The e-bus is a new technology and experience before proceeding are waiting to know the BMTC’s 
the Central Motor Vehicle Rules we are slowly adopting green with their own plans.experience with double-decker 

Tribunal (NGT) is hearing a case related to CHENNAI. Residents of Korattur may soon be 
the restoration of the lake and the next hearing coming up with a new Pongal tradition - 
is scheduled for later this month. Residents undertaking a bird census at the Korattur lake 
welfare groups, in their petition, said the lake where 161 species of birds have been spotted 
originally spanned 900 acres and has now over the years, as recorded in the Cornell Lab 
been reduced to half its size due to of Ornithology’s eBird portal.On Tuesday 
encroachments. The water, they said, has morning, a group of residents, led by a 

been polluted by raw 
e f f l u e n t s  f r o m  
industries around the 
area.

SG Devadarshan, a Class 
12 student who was 
part of the group that 
undertook the bird 
census on Tuesday 
said, “I have been 
e n g a g i n g  i n  
birdwatching as a 
hobby when I get time. 
This time, our count of 
47 is worryingly low. 
For instance, earlier, 

teacher, S Ravishankar, spotted 47 species of we would find pelicans by the hundreds but 
birds. According to Ravishankar, who has yesterday I could spot only two.” Participants 
been birdwatching at the Korattur lake since log in bird sightings including details such as 
2016, the count has fallen drastically. the species, time spotted and location in the 

“January is ideal for birdwatching so we were eBird application. However, the group also 
hoping to build a community tradition during welcomes novices to join them in their 
Pongal. This will also help students and morning exercise. S Sekaran of the Korattur 
others learn how important conserving the Aeri Padukappu Makkal Iyakkam (KAPMI) 
lake is,” Ravishankar said.“Before this, I said rallying the community to such 
would come here every year by myself to initiatives will help strengthen the lake 
watch birds. There has been a drastic conservation efforts with people taking 
difference in the recorded numbers which I ownership of the lake. “As we do it every 
believe is due to the decline in the lake’s water year, we hope more and more people will join 
quality,” he added. The National Green us,” he said.

Birdwatching may be the new 
Pongal tradition in Korattur

87 projects in pipeline on 
550 acres along ORR

Check-in for flights at some Metro 
stations from March

BWSSB recovers Rs 19 
crore dues with BMTF 
help

Boy tries to free kite stuck to 
power cable, electrocuted

BENGALURU. The Bangalore Water Supply 
and Sewerage Board (BWSSB) recovered 
nearly Rs 19.35 crore of its pending water 
bills from defaulters in the city over the past 
five years, after notices were issued by the 
Bangalore Metropolitan Task Force (BMTF) 
and FIRs filed under the BWSSB Act. Among 
those who paid up their bills is Small Scale 
Industries and Municipal Administration 
Minister MTB Nagaraj and his family 
members, said a government source.

Additional Director General of Police, BMTF, 
K Ramachandra Rao told TNIE that as per 
data available with BMTF, a total of Rs 
19,34,28,118 had been paid by defaulters to 
the Water Board in five years, from 2018 to 
2022. Following submission of the list of 
defaulters by BWSSB, the Task Force filed 
347 non-cognizable reports and issued 
individual notices to households, that helped 
realise Rs 14,04,85,187 from them. In 
addition, FIRs were booked against 204 
families, and a sum of Rs 5,29,52,931 was 
collected from them. “The fines collected 
from the public include two kinds of 
complaints -- unauthorised water connections 
and default in payment of bills,” Rao added. A 
government source said water bill defaulters 
included minister Nagaraj and his family 
members. “Notices were issued to Nagaraj, 
his brother N Pillappa and a few relatives 
recently, as their unpaid bills over a few years 
ran into lakhs of rupees. The minister recently 
settled all bills,” the source said. Nagaraj told 
TNIE, “I  pay taxes running into many crores 
annually. I have settled all my pending water 
bills.” His accountant Vidya Prakash said, 
“The water bills were not paid by residents of 
a building belonging to the minister, located 
in Garudacharpalya.

CHENNAI. To integrate various modes of the option to just reach the airport 
transport, the Chennai Metro Rail directly in time to board the flight. The 
Limited (CMRL) will introduce an facility will be rolled out in a full-fledged 
airport check-in facility at select stations manner on Tamil Nadu Day (April 14) 
on a trial basis in March. The decision after a feasibility study, necessary 
was taken at a meeting held between checks, mandatory clearances and 
officials of the CMRL and airlines approvals from authorities. The check-in 
including IndiGo, Air India and Vistara facility will be extended to more metro 
airlines. It was convened by airport stations based on passenger demand, the 
director Dr Sharad Kumar. “To start with, release said.The airlines have conveyed 
it is proposed to have the facility on a trial interest in the proposal and IndiGo is also 
basis at few metro stations having considering adding a ‘check-in at’ option 
maximum demand for airport-bound (airport/metro station) in the online 
commuters,” a release said. This facility booking website,  so that prior 
will ease the rush before the flight information is captured and sure-footed 
departure and also help in relieving the planning can be necessitated on the 
load off the shoulders of airport staff. ground to provide a seamless experience 
Once implemented, passengers will have to travellers.

Missing boy reunited 
with kin in an hour
CHENNAI. A 13-year-old boy who left home 

allegedly after an argument with his foster 
father was rescued within an hour by police. 
The boy is a Class 7 student at a government 
school in Jafferkhanpet. His foster parents 
are daily-wage labourers, said police.

On Tuesday afternoon, the boy visited a 
nearby temple with friends to celebrate 
Kaanum Pongal. He returned home by 11 
pm and an argument broke out between him 
and his foster father, “Since there was school 
the next day and he did not return in time for 
dinner, the father scolded him,” said an 
officer. The upset boy stormed out. As he did 
not return even 30 minutes later, his father 
informed the police control room. Police 
patrol units in the city were on high alert, 
said police. At 11.45 pm, a constable 
attached to Choolaimedu, on night patrol, 
spotted the boy walking alone near the 
Arumbakkam metro station. On inquiry, the 
boy was rescued and reunited with his 
family. After the police informed the Child 
Welfare Committee, central zone officer 
Sachin Joseph counselled the family. 
Chennai city police commissioner Shankar 
Jiwal applauded the police team.

BENGALURU. A 13-year-old boy, who said, adding that a case under Section 
tried to free a kite that was stuck to a high- 304A (causing death by negligence) has 
tension power cable, was electrocuted in been registered against BBMP, BESCOM 
RT Nagar police station limits. The police and KPTCL officials based on a 
have booked BBMP, BESCOM and complaint filed by the boy’s mother 
KPTCL officials for causing death by Sultana. Khan was living with his mother, 
negligence.The deceased has been who works as domestic help, and two 
identified as Abubakar Siddiqui Khan, a brothers. Meanwhile, Bescom officials 
resident of HMT Layout in RT Nagar. He said it was a 66kv high tension line which 
was a Class 7 student at a government was installed by KPTCL and Bescom had 
school. Police said Khan and his friend no role.
had gone to Visvesvaraya Park near his MAN KILLED AS BUS HITS SCOOTER
house to play on Monday afternoon. They A 31-year-old man died after a speeding 
noticed a kite stuck to a high-tension BMTC bus rammed his two-wheeler near 
cable that passed near the terrace of a Sumanahalli Bridge in Kamakshipalya 
house next to the park. The boys went to traffic police limits on Wednesday. The 
the terrace and Khan tried to pull the kite deceased was Kuldeep Bagrecha, a 
using a stick. He sustained severe burn res ident  of  Vi jayanagar  and  a  
injuries due to electric shock and businessman. Police said around 12.30 
collapsed. pm, a speeding BMTC bus rammed his 

“He was rushed to Victoria Hospital with 80 scooter from behind near Sum-anahalli 
per cent burn injuries. He did not respond Bridge. Bagre-cha died on the way to a 
to the treatment and succumbed at 3.30 hospital. The Kamaksh-ip-alya traffic 
am on Wednesday,” the RT Nagar police police have arrested the bus driver.

WFH for techies pits 
BMTC, KSRTC against 
each other
BENGALURU. The work from home option 

for multi-national company employees, 
mainly tech workers, has put the state-run 
Bangalore Metropolitan Transport  
Corporation (BMTC) and Karnataka State 
Road Transport Corporation (KSRTC) in a 
dilemma. While BMTC proposes to operate 
air-conditioned buses, which were widely 
used by techies during pre-Covid times, to 
neighbouring districts, KSRTC officials 
seem sceptical as they see two government 
organisations competing with each other for 
the same routes. BMTC now operates 
around 7,000 buses, of which over 800 are 
air-conditioned, most of them Volvos. The 
AC buses were earlier plying mainly to tech 
hubs -- Whitefield and Electronics City -- 
and the Kempegowda International Airport. 
But ever since the pandemic stuck, a 
majority of the companies have allowed 
their employees to opt for the hybrid work 
model, where the staff has to go to office 
only once or twice a week. Many companies 
have also stopped their contract with BMTC 
to ferry staff. The fallout is that these AC 
buses now hardly see any patronage, 
causing BMTC to lose revenue. Last year, it 
slashed fares of AC buses to woo 
commuters, but it did not improve 
occupancy. To improve earnings, BMTC 
has been proposing to run AC buses from 
B e n g a l u r u  t o  K o l a r,  Tu m a k u r u ,  
Ramanagara and Chikkaballapur districts. 
BMTC Managing Director Sathyvathi G 
has written to KSRTC Managing Director 
Anbu Kumar, seeking permission, sources 
said.Before Covid, AC buses were run from 
different parts of the city to these companies 
at a monthly charge of Rs 6,000. Apart from 
WFH, improving Metro connectivity and 
cabs too have hit the BMTC bottomline. 
Now, hardly any AC buses are run on these 
routes. Earlier this month, BMTC started 
operating buses, even non-AC, to 
Chikkaballapur. But it was not welcomed by 
KSRTC. A senior KSRTC official said it is 
not fair to run BMTC buses on KSRTC 
routes. “How can two state-owned 
organisations compete with each other,”he 
asked.

Participants log in bird sightings including details such as the species, 
time spotted and location in the eBird application.

Some people tried to form a 

new line to get the food. 

Radhakrishnan pulled out 

those who were joining the 

new line.

Police said Khan and his friend had gone to Visvesvaraya Park near his house to play on Monday afternoon.

We can see that there are foot-over bridges, flyovers, underpasses and others on the road.

Meanwhile, a consortium of international developers is working on the zoning of 
land parcels, valuation and preparing of a master plan.
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notorious abettor of cross-border terrorism.THE diplomatic persistence of India and the US has 
finally borne fruit as the United Nations has Justifying its move, China has stated that the 
designated Abdul Rehman Makki, deputy chief of ‘listing of terrorists is conducive to enhancing 
Pakistan-based terror group Lashkar-e-Taiba global counter-terrorism cooperation.’ 
(LeT), as a global terrorist. In a major climbdown, However, Beijing’s contention that Islamabad 
China lifted its ‘technical’ hold on a joint India-US is firmly combating terrorism is not 
proposal to blacklist Makki. Consequently, the UN substantiated by concrete evidence. Despite 
Security Council’s 1267 ISIL (Da’esh) and Al being off the grey list of the Financial Action 
Qaeda Sanctions Committee added Makki, brother- Task Force, the international watchdog on terror 
in-law of LeT chief and 26/11 attack mastermind financing and money laundering, Pakistan has 
Hafiz Saeed, to its list of designated terrorists. The not been doing enough to rein in terrorists 
listing, which will subject Makki to an asset freeze, operating from its soil. India has rightly stated 
travel ban and arms embargo, is likely to impact that it will continue to press the international 
LeT operations. community to take credible, verifiable and 

irreversible action against terrorism. Sanctions China, which has been shielding its close ally 
imposed by the UNSC are expected to curb Pakistan over the years on the UN platform by 
threats from terrorist organisations active in the blocking bids by India and other nations to blacklist 
region. It remains to be seen if Beijing will also Pak-based terrorists, found itself cornered over its 
back similar proposals, pending with the UN ambiguous stand on terrorism. With 14 of the 15 
Committee, against four other Pakistan-based members of the UN Security Council speaking with 
terrorists. If that happens, Pakistan will come one voice against global terror, China had to drop 
under intense pressure to crack down on the fig leaf of technicalities that had thinly 
terrorism. concealed its brazen support for Pakistan, a 

Global South 
expects results

Cherish Chandigarh as a city of urban excellence

Royce and Canadian Pratt and Whitney engines, THE Military Balance 2001-02, published by the 
followed by American Bell and French Dauphin International Institute for Strategic Studies, London, 
helicopter. The Chinese strategy was clear. Cultivate reported that when the Indian Air Force (IAF) operated 
the West through the charm offensive. Follow Deng 40 fighter squadrons in 2001, Pakistan had 19 
Xiaoping’s dictum: “Hide and bide” (hide intent and squadrons. At that time, the Chinese air force’s numbers 
bide time) — show the smiling teeth and bite when were three times that of India and Pakistan taken 
you get the time.Thus, when the Soviets were neck-together. Hence, whatever the quality of the two South 
deep in the Afghanistan quagmire, the Chinese Asian countries’ fighter aircraft, the sheer squadron 
silently cut a deal with US aviation giant McDonnell volume of the China-Pakistan duo make it a daunting 
Douglas to co-produce MD-82 twin engine passenger task for the IAF to deal with in a multi-front conflict.The 
jet in January 1984. During the course of the next glib talk about confronting two hostile neighbours 
three decades, Communist China-backed companies makes little sense because of the rapidly dwindling 
lured gullible western corporations to strike deal after squadrons of IAF fighters. Successive Indian Air Force 
deal to shift their production line and latest chiefs have wailed, failed and faded away, yet the 
technology to Beijing’s special industrial zones. So establishment has remained unmoved.
much so that the West is now bogged down in the Does anyone remember the then IAF Chief, NAK 
yellow terrain just as the way Hitler’s tanks got stuck Browne’s words of October 2013? “Of 42 squadrons it 
in the slushy soil of Russia during the harsh winter of should have, IAF now has 34.” And now, incumbent IAF 
the early 1940s.By the late 1980s, it was western Chief Air Chief Marshal VR Chaudhari stated on 
aviation on eastern soil. From capitalist America’s December 22, 2022, that the “squadron strength is down 
Grumman Corporation, McDonnell Douglas to to 31” and that “fighter shortage is now critical.”
British Aerospace to French Aerospatiale, all are Isn’t India proving herself to be an amazing compound of 
collaborating with the communist China in building deficit trade, skyrocketing negative current account, The reference to the fluctuating rupee-dollar exchange rate contradictions, chaos and confusion? Do time and tide 

air power. And today, the situation has reached a point of depreciating currency and unbridled entry of an enemy was made to make a point to modernise the fighter fleet, wait for anyone in the combat zone or, for that matter, on 
no return for the West. The West groans in agony in vain nation just for a few investment projects covered with a for which India needs to curb mounting import the nation’s enemy lines?While the IAF plays the tragic 
because engine makers of all variety and shade have systemically entrenched espionage in the Indian expenditure and cultivate doubling up her indigenous tune of the depleted and fast-depleting strength of its 
entered China: the likes of Pratt and Whitney, General hinterland.The harsh reality is that India’s imports are combat craft enterprise. Like what China achieved after fighter squadrons, a small bunch of self-serving 
Electric, Honeywell, French Snecma, and even several times higher than her exports, thereby making the Mao’s death in October 1976. Today, the Beijing air optimists, including some NRIs, is misleadingly telling 
Germany’s MTU, thereby making the Chinese air force imported foreign-made goods much more expensive, force inventory contains 2,500 combat-capable aircraft the world as to how great the economy of India will 
‘atmanirbhar’.The desperate callout of successive IAF which inflicts a mounting deficit on India’s economy. because China went all out with indigenisation and went become if the rupee depreciates vis-a-vis the dollar 
chiefs needs be understood and acted upon in this grim Thus, whereas importing a fighter aircraft in 2001 would slow on imported craft. Thus, it’s now an open secret that every hour, foreign exchange reserves deplete every 
perspective. India must accelerate indigenisation have been an outflow of Rs 45 a dollar, the same import it will take several years for the IAF to operate to its week, and the current account deficit mounts every 
through any means; fair or foul. Morality and ethics have will now be Rs 83 a dollar. Hence, even assuming that the sanctioned 42 squadron-fleet level.month to an astronomical figure, and that what a boon it 
no place when it comes to national self-interest, unit production and sale price of the imported machine is So, how did China lure the West and endure her worst to would be for Delhi if it allows Beijing to spread its wings 
especially if there is an existential threat to national constant at $40 million, one can very well calculate the develop indigenous fighters to stump all? Chinese in industry, investment, commerce, trade, banking etc.
security in the form of the perennially active, two-front, price difference (owing to the mounting rupee-dollar indigenisation began in the early 1980s with lightning No country of India’s shape, size and demography can 
unholy Sino-Pak alliance. exchange rate differential) between 2001 and 2023. speed copying of Soviet fighters and inviting UK’s Rolls ever prosper with a mounting debt, an unbridgeable 

Global terrorist

A WRITE-UP on India-Egypt cultural relations on 
the website of the Indian Mission in Cairo notes 
that Sawtul Hind (Voice of India), the Embassy’s 
flagship Arabic magazine, reached a milestone in 
July 2017 with the publication of its 500th 
edition. Sawtul Hind, the first edition of which 
was published in 1952, continues to be an 
interface between India and Egypt and the Arab 
world at large.I reached Cairo soon after the 1977 
elections when Indira Gandhi was thrown out 
through democratic elections, an event that had 
impressed the people of the developing world, 
including Egyptians. It was discernible to me that 
India’s voice, also articulated by Sawtul Hind, 
mattered to the Egyptian masses and a notable 
section of the elite, though the country, under then 
President Anwar Sadat, had radically abandoned 
the policies of his predecessor Gamal Abdel 
Nasser.India then had a leadership role in the 
developing world because of its democracy and 
for championing the interests of post-colonial 
countries. Indian leaders, beginning with 
Jawaharlal Nehru, were unrelenting in hastening 
the decolonisation process and uncompromising 
in their quest for the establishment of a fair and 
equitable international order. Despite the 1962 
setback, India was looked up to because it was 
focusing on raising its human capital, eroding 
feudal vestiges and trying to combat poverty. 
And, in Egypt, memories of the establishment of 
the non-aligned movement and the role played by 
Nasser, Nehru and Tito had remained strong. It 
was clear that the developing world assessed that 
its and Indian interests were well aligned.

It is important to recall this period as India seeks to 
become the voice of the Global South during its 
G20 presidency. It has just undertaken a major 
exercise to bring together the aspirations of the 
Global South through the virtual ‘Voice of the 
Global South Summit 2023’ (VOGSS) on 
January 12 and 13. This has been a notable 
endeavour, but India must ask itself this hard 
question: are its concerns and interests and that of 
a large number of countries of the Global South 
on all fours? And, if they differ on some issues, 
how will India reconcile them and also ensure that 
the G20 moves in the direction of justice and 
equity at a time when a large part of the developed 
world and China are moving into a recession.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s statements at the 
VOGSS struck all the right chords regarding the 
grave difficulties faced by the developing 
countries because of the double whammy of the 
Covid-19 pandemic and the adverse impact of 
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine on global energy, 
food and fertiliser situation. He also spoke of the 
need for a ‘human-centric development 
paradigm’. He illustrated his idea by emphasising 
that while globalisation was fine in principle, it 
should not lead to climate or debt crises or an 
over-concentration of supply chains. There is no 
doubt that these ideas would have resonated with 
the leaders of developing countries. But was it 
necessary to reiterate India’s call for reform of the 
institutions of global governance, in particular 
UN Security Council and the Bretton Woods 
Institutions at this time? While there is wide 
recognition in the developing world that India 
should be a permanent member of the Security 
Council, are these issues in the forefront of the 
concerns of the developing world at this stage?

Modi’s comments on development partnerships 
were indirectly critical of the Chinese approach to 
assisting developing countries. Modi said, 
“India’s approach has been consultative, 
outcome-oriented, demand driven, people-
centric and respectful of the sovereignty of 
partner countries.” This is largely true and it is this 
that made the Indian assistance programme in 
Afghanistan, for instance, the most popular of all 
such programmes. The words “respectful of the 
sovereignty of partner countries” are obviously 
aimed at the way China continues to handle its 
Belt and Road Initiative that has led to the 
accumulation of debt, which has compelled some 
‘partner countries’ to mortgage land and other 
resources.As of now there is no information, in 
the public domain, if any of the countries which 
have been beneficiaries of Indian loans for 
development-related work have adhered to their 
repayment schedules. The approach India will 
adopt if some countries are not or have not been 
able to meet their repayment responsibilities will 
bear watching.

THE quintessential message in the Supreme Court’s recent 
order, forbidding redensification of residential units of 
the first 30 Sectors constituting Phase 1 of Chandigarh, is 
a resounding validation of the city’s ‘outstanding 
universal value’ and the need to preserve it stringently.

The SC recognised that Chandigarh transcends other 
Indian cities. It is the modern era’s greatest urban 
experiment, planned by the iconic architect-planner and 
visionary of the 20th century, Le Corbusier. Chandigarh 
is a rare creation of a city when visionary founding 
fathers, architects and eminent engineers, all came 
together, driven by the idealism of nation-building. No 
wonder, its Capitol Complex was accorded the UNESCO 
heritage tag in 2016 — the first in the country under the 
modern architecture heritage category.In the larger 
context, the apex court also red-flagged serious concern 
over the unplanned urbanisation mushrooming across the 
country. Coming in the wake of the recent sinking of 
Joshimath and other hill towns, lakes choking up in 
Bengaluru, unseasonal floods in Chennai and 
waterlogging in Gurugram, the call for sustainable cities 
with environmental protection comes not a day too soon.

Amidst such burgeoning urban crises, the urgency and 
the vertical axis of the city plan towards the mountains. environmental pressure on the presently serene significance of saving Chandigarh, the country’s 
They had also accorded great value to the majestic view surroundings adjacent to the ‘Capitol Parc’.Another vital foremost ‘Garden City’, endowed with highest tree 
of the hills and incorporated it in their plan. reason for conserving the ‘Corbusean Chandigarh’ is to canopy cover, clean air and other excellent 

embed it in the collective memory of its citizens as an era environmental attributes, besides heritage architecture, However, what had been earlier just sketchy ideas found 
of ‘modern architecture’ that employed indigenous becomes even more imperative.But why is the fructification in the gridiron layout plan of Le Corbusier, 
materials like concrete and brick and employed simple conservation of the ‘Corbusean Chandigarh’ — its based on the module of a neighbourhood unit that laid 
locally available technology. Or else, the coming northern Sectors from 1-30 constituting Phase 1 — much great emphasis on this aspect. He envisaged city’s north-
generations will lose out on a sense of history of the more critical? The spotlight falls on this component as it east edge as a ‘Capitol Parc’, stretching from Sukhna 
making of their city.Notwithstanding all heritage was planned and developed under the direct control of Le Lake to the Capitol Complex, an area reserved 
preservation imperatives, the door for redensification has Corbusier’s team. The second and third phases of the city exclusively for naturalistic features. It has the lake, 
not been shut. Should it become an absolutely necessity grew later, when on its periphery, in grave violation of an forests, nature trails and theme gardens, enhancing 
in future, it must be done with due diligence and only act, rival satellite townships were developed both by everyday encounters of the citizens with nature.
after rigorous environmental impact assessment The Capitol was placed at the ‘head’ of the city layout as its Punjab and Haryana.To fully comprehend the pivotal 
undertaken. It should not be a laissez-faire affair or crowning glory, tucked away in earthen forms and location of the northern sectors in the larger context of the 
growth by stealth.Edward Glaeser, eminent Harvard plantation as a modern-day Acropolis of Athens, which city’s layout plan, it is essential to go back to the 
professor, in the Triumph of the City, rightly says that was his inspirational influence. As such, the northern evolution of the plan from its inception.Corbusier 
cities are our species’ greatest invention. “Cities enable sectors were kept as low rise neighbourhoods with large-observed that the Shivalik range provided a striking 
collaboration, especially the joint production of plotted development.It was certainly an urban design background to the city site and it had a gentle southern 
knowledge that is mankind’s most important creation.” imperative, as right next to the monumental Capitol slope, facilitating easy and efficient drainage of the site. 
Therefore, edifices, one cannot have dense built-form urban grain, “The morphological order of the timeless countryside 

as an impact zone is needed to absorb its monumental presented the exact combination of quality for merging quality urbanisation is the need of the nation and not its 
thrust. For the coherence of this visual order, it was landscape and urban design into a single totality, to commercialisation.Going back to Corbusier’s first visit 
essential to ensure an unhindered view of the hills.The integrate the spatial value of the architecture with the to the Chandigarh site, overwhelmed by the natural 
other issue is that the Phase 1 with its large plots and low symbolic value of the natural environment,” says beauty of the place, he wrote exultantly to his wife 
heights allows plenty of green surfaces that absorb a lot Maristella Casciato, a Corbusean scholar. Yvonne in Paris, “We are on the terrain of our city under 

splendid sky and the midst of an eternal landscape... It This manifested in Chandigarh’s layout plan when he of rainwater and permit it to percolate down to recharge 
will be a city of trees, of flowers and water, of houses as deliberately placed the city’s crowning glory, the Capitol groundwater. As the northern sectors are so close to the 
simple as those at the time of Homer, and of a few Complex, at the head of the plan, slightly detached from Sukhna Wildlife Sanctuary, Rock Garden, Bird Park and 
splendid edifices of the highest level of modernism....”the rest of the city’s layout. city forest, excessive concretisation, additional hard 

surfaces and increase in vehicular traffic that would The hallowed portals of the apex court have echoed these In fact, even before Corbusier, the original American team 
surely follow redensification would impose sentiments. Let the city never forget them.of Albert Mayer and Matthew Nowicki, too, had aligned 

China’s climbdown on Makki a diplomatic win for India

Editorial

It was certainly an urban design imperative, as right next to the monumental Capitol edifices, one cannot have dense built-form urban grain, as an impact zone is needed to absorb its monumental thrust. For the coherence of this visual order, it 
was essential to ensure an unhindered view of the hills. The other issue is that the Phase 1 with its large plots and low heights allows plenty of green surfaces that absorb a lot of rainwater and permit it to percolate down to recharge groundwater.

India must modernise its fighter fleet, for which it needs to curb mounting import expenditure and cultivate doubling up her indigenous combat craft enterprise. Like what China achieved after Mao’s 
death in October 1976. Today, the Beijing air force inventory contains 2,500 combat-capable aircraft because China went all out with indigenisation and went slow on imported craft.

Address fighter shortage with indigenisation
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New Delhi. A 26-year-old man 
allegedly died by suicide by jumping 
in front of a train at Delhi’s Mandi 
House Metro station on Wednesday 
afternoon. According to the police, 
the incident happened at around 2.30 
pm at platform number 4 of the metro 
s t a t ion .  Af te r  check ing  h i s  
belongings, the police identified the 
man as Ravi, a resident of Purnia 
district in Bihar. Further investigation 
is still underway.In a similar incident, 
a 16-year-old boy lost his life after he 
allegedly jumped in front of a train at 
Noida's Golf Course Road metro 
station on Tuesday. The young boy 
was rushed to a nearby hospital where 
he succumbed to his injuries.

NEWS BOX

Two terror suspects held in Delhi, were 
tasked to kill Punjab politician, say cops

Man jumps in front of train at Delhi's Mandi House metro station, dies

Wednesday after a press briefing by Defence New Delhi. The 74th Republic Day 
Secretary Giridhar Aramane at the South celebrations will take place on the revamped 
Block here.Central Vista avenue, and the government 

has put 32,000 tickets on sale online for the SPIRIT OF R-DAY – ‘JANBHAGDARI’
masses, defence ministry officials said on The Republic Day celebrations will be held in 
Wednesday. For the first time, all official a spirit of greater 'janbhagdari' (public 
invites for the ceremonial event will be sent participation) and workers of Central Vista 
online, they said. Egypt's President Abdel project and their family members, 
Fattah al-Sisi will be the chief guest at the maintenance workers of Kartavya Path, 
Republic Day celebrations on January 26, vegetable vendors, milk booth workers, 
the Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) had grocery shopkeepers and rickshaw-pullers renamed to 'Kartavya Path' last year.
said in November. will be "special invitees", the officials shared DRESS REHEARSALS FOR PARADE

120-MEMBER CONTINGENT FROM during the presentation, and these special A dress rehearsal for the parade was held on EGYPT invitees will be prominently seated at the Wednesday. Besides, 23 tableaux -- 17 from 
Kartavya Path."Before COVID-19, over a For the Republic Day celebrations, a 120- states and Union territories, and six from 
lakh people used to attend the Republic Day member military contingent from Egypt will various ministries and departments, -- 
celebrations, which was drastically cut in the also be taking part in the celebrations, depicting the nation’s rich cultural heritage, 
immediate years following the outbreak of officials said. economic and social progress and strong 
the pandemic in India (in early 2020). This "This is the first time that the President of the internal and external security will roll down 
year about 42,000 people are expected to Arab Republic of Egypt will be the Chief the Kartavya Path during the ceremonial 
attend it and 32,000 tickets for seats at the Guest at our Republic Day," the MEA had parade, the Ministry of Defence said in a 
event have been put online, and the response said in a statement. This will be the first statement.A presentation on the celebrations 
from people have been good," the senior Republic Day celebrations hosted at the to be held from January 23-31, as part of the 
official said.ceremonial boulevard after Rajpath was Republic Day celebrations, was made on 

R-Day 2023: 32,000 tickets on sale for Republic Day 
celebrations, contingent from Egypt to participate

New Delhi.  asked to carry out terror The Special Cell of 
activities in Delhi and Punjab. Delhi Police arrested two more 
A politician from Punjab was terror suspects who were tasked 
also on their radar," police with carrying out terror 
said. The accused told the activities in Delhi and Punjab. 
police the RDX-IED and hand The accused, identified as 
grenade caught in Punjab Jagpreet alias Jagga and 
were sent from Pakistan to Gurupreet, both residents of 
Punjab via drone. RDX and Gurdaspur, Punjab, were also 
hand grenades have also been planning to kill a politician in 
coming from Pakistan for Punjab, police said. Jagpreet 
terror-related activities, they and Gurupreet, both cousins, 
told the cops. Recently, the were arrested on January 5 and 
Delhi Police Special Cell have been sent to 14-day 
arrested two persons from judicial custody. In August Activities (Prevention) Amendment 

Jahangirpuri over their suspected links 2022, Punjab Police arrested Act at Sultanpur Lodi police station.
with terror organisations and Gurvinder Singh and his two A manhunt was also launched for 
involvement in heinous crimes. They accomplices, Sandeep Singh and Gurvinder's accomplices, Jagpreet R 
were allegedly planning to identify Gurpreet Singh, for Shaurya Chakra and Gurpreet. Acting on a tip-off from 
and kill right-wing leaders in the awardee Balwinder Singh's murder. the intelligence department of Delhi 
coming months.Police had then seized a RDX-IED, a Police (Special Cell), both were 

hand grenade worth Rs 37 lakh, 634 Days after the duo were arrested, the a r r e s t ed  in  J anua ry.  Dur ing  
grams of heroin and weapons from the Special Cell also recovered a interrogation, the accused told the 
possession of the accused. The seizure dismembered body from a drain in the police that they had planned to carry 
happened in August. Bhalswa Dairy area. The body was out terrorist activities in Punjab on 

chopped into pieces and stored at the Gurvinder is an aide of notorious August 15, 2022, but failed. "When 
residence of the accused for a few days gangsters Harry Chatha and Sukh they were unable to execute their task 
before being packed in plastic bags Bhikhariwal. Punjab Police had on Independence Day in Punjab, they 
and disposed of in water bodies.registered a case under the Unlawful were given another task. They were 

Man who drove car that killed 
IIT Delhi student held

Caught on cam: 2 Bihar women 
cops fight off armed robbers at 

Hajipur bank

New Delhi. Two gritty women constables foiled a 
bank robbery as they fought off three armed 
robbers in Bihar's Hajipur district on Wednesday, a 
video of which has gone viral on social media. 
When three armed robbers tried to barge into the 
bank, the women constables guarding it decided to 
give them a fight. The incident has been reported 
from Senduari Chowk under Sadar police station. 
CCTV footage shows two police constables, Juhi 
Kumari and Shanti, guarding the bank when three 
armed men tried to forcibly enter the bank. When 
the masked men showed up at the bank, the guards 
asked them to produce their documents. One of the 
men whipped out a pistol. But both Juhi and Shanti 
leapt to their feet and challenged them. A scuffle 
ensued as the criminals tried to snatch the rifles of 
the female cops. However, the women constables 
succeeded in fighting them off and eventually the 
robbers decided to run away.Juhi Kumari, who was 
injured in the scuffle, tried to shoot the fleeing 
robbers. "I asked if all three had work in the bank, 
and they said yes. I asked them to show their 
passbook and that's when they pulled out a gun," 
Juhi said. "They tried to snatch my gun. I broke my 
teeth and my hand was hurt. We kept fighting and 
eventually, they fled," she told India Today TV.

"The men tried to overpower us and snatch our guns 
but we had decided that we wouldn’t let them rob 
the bank, no matter what," Shanti said, adding that 
Juhi cocked her gun at them and was about to shoot 
when they ran away.The incident caused panic in 
the area and police officials arrived at the spot. 
Police have registered a case and a manhunt is on to 
nab the suspects on the basis of CCTV footage.

"Three men tried to rob the bank around 11 am at 
Senduari. Our women constables showed 
exceptional courage and managed to scare them 
off. There was no firing. The constables will be 
rewarded as they have done a good job," senior 
police officer Om Prakash said.

New Delhi. Communist Party of India (Marxist) leader 
Brinda Karat joined the wrestlers' protest in the 
national capital as it entered the second day on 
Thursday but was asked to leave the stage by 
Olympian Bajrang Punia. Karat was requested with 
folded hands to leave the stage at Delhi's Jantar Mantar 
where prominent wrestlers have continued their sit-in 
protest, demanding action against Wrestling 
Federation of India (WFI) chief Brij Bhushan Sharan 
Singh and other officials against alleged sexual 
exploitation of several athletes. 

"Neeche utar jaaiye please (Please get down)... We 
request you, madam, please don't make this political," 
Tokyo Olympics bronze medallist Bajrang Punia told 
Brinda Karat when she arrived at the venue. "You are 
requested to sit in front of the stage. Madam, you are 
requested, please come down from the stage. Don't 
make it a political issue. This is not a political fight. 
This is a protest by athletes," Punia can be heard saying 
in the video. Rio Olympic medallist Sakshi Malik, 
world champion Sarita Mor, Sangeeta Phogat, Anshu 
Malik, Sonam Malik, Satyawart Malik, Jitender 
Kinha, Amit Dhankar and CWG medallist Sumit 
Malik were among 30 wrestlers who assembled at the 
famous protest site. The wrestlers have also alleged 
that several coaches at the national camp in Lucknow 
have exploited women wrestlers, prompting the 
government to constitute a three-member committee 
to probe the allegations. Meanwhile, champion 
wrestler and BJP leader Babita Phogat on Thursday 
arrived at the protest site and assured the players that 
the government is with them. "I will try that their issues 
are resolved today," Babita Phogat said. Singh, 66, was 
elected unopposed as president of WFI for a third 
consecutive term in February 2019. Taking note of the 
allegations, the sports ministry has sought an 
explanation from WFI and directed it to furnish a reply 
within the next 72 hours on the allegations made.

New Delhi. A 31-year-old man, who was driving the car 
that hit an IIT Delhi PhD student on Tuesday night has 
been arrested in the hit-and-run case. The student had 
succumbed to his injuries.The police said the driver, 
who rammed into Ashraf Nawaz Khan (30) and Ankur 
Shukla (29), has been identified as Avihant Sherawat, 
a resident of Mahipalpur. Further investigation is 
underway.On that fateful night, Ashraf Khan and 
Ankur Shukla were on their way back after having 
dinner at a restaurant in the SDA market.An 
oncoming car rammed into them while they were 
crossing the road near Gate Number 1.Both men were 
injured due to the impact and rushed to a hospital. 
Khan died while undergoing treatment at Safdarjung 
hospital. Shukla, who sustained a fractured leg, is 
admitted to Max hospital, Saket. The car was found 
abandoned in a damaged condition some distance 
away from the scene of the accident.In a statement, 
IIT Delhi said on the night of January 17, two PhD 
students from the textile and fibre engineering 
department met with a tragic road accident outside the 
campus. "Police are investigating the accident. The 
institute community mourns the loss of its student and 
extends its heartfelt condolences to his family. We are 
also praying for the quick recovery of Ankur Shukla. 
The institute is providing all necessary support to the 
families of both students," the statement said.

Nearly 32,000 tickets 

have been put on sale 

for the Republic Day 

celebrations this year 

that will take place on 

the revamped Central 

Vista avenue. This is 

for the first time that 

all official invites for 

the ceremonial event 

will be sent online.

,,

,,

Mastermind behind death of  trans person in Delhi arrested

New Delhi. The mastermind behind the had objected to it. The two had a quarrel 
alleged murder of a transgender person over the issue and Pinki allegedly 

"insulted" Bharat.  Bharat then hatched a was arrested by Delhi Police on 
plan to take revenge on Pinki and told Wednesday. Police had recovered the 
Vicky, Kishan and Pradeep that he would dead body on January 15 from Delhi's 
give them Rs 50,000 if they carried out Rajouri Garden. The body had deep cut 
Pinki's murder. According to their plan, marks on the neck and behind the right 
Bharat gave his car to the three others on ear. The deceased was later identified as 
January 13. Vicky and Kishan met Pinki Sakir Hussain alias Bada Kalu alias Pinki, 
at around 11:30 pm near the roundabout a resident of Raghubir Nagar. A case was 
in Punjabi Bagh. The two took Pinki to a registered and during the investigation, 
place and gave her milk spiked with police arrested a 26-year-old man 
drugs. When she became unconscious, identified as Krishan. During the police 
the three accused allegedly started interrogation, Kishan revealed that the 
attacking Pinki with bamboo sticks and mastermind behind the murder was a man 
other sharp weapons. She died on the spot named Bharat Chawla alias Charu. 
and Kishan took a photo of her dead body. Kishan said that Bharat's cousin Vicky 
All three then ran away from the spot and and his friend Pradeep were also 
went to Bharat's house.They showed him accomplices in the crime. 
the photograph as proof of Pinki's death 

Police then arrested the three accused on 
and also gave him the weapons and the car 

Wednesday.
that they used to commit the crime.

They told the police that Bharat Chawla 
Bharat then allegedly gave them Rs 45,000 

used to perform dances and songs at birth 
for completing the crime. Police have 

and wedding ceremonies in the Punjabi 
now recovered the car and the weapons 

Bagh area to earn money. Pinki also gave 
and are further investigating the case.

performances in the same area and Bharat 

Two terror suspects were arrested by the Delhi Police Special Cell who were 

planning to launch terror strikes in the national capital and Punjab. The accused 

were also tasked with murdering a politician in Punjab, police said. 

A man allegedly died by suicide at Mandi House Metro station on Wednesday 
afternoon, according to Delhi police.

Police had recovered the dead body on January 15 
from Delhi's Rajouri Garden. The body had deep cut 

marks on the neck and behind the right ear. 

?A man allegedly 
jumped to death in 
front of a metro 
train in Delhi's 
Mandi House

?The man was 26-
years-old who died 
at around 2 pm

?He was identified 
as a resident of the 
Purnia district in 
Bihar

Two women constables fought with three 
armed robbers at a bank in Bihar's Hajipur 
and foiled a robbery attempt. The police are 

now on a lookout for the men and the 
attempted robbery is being investigated.Wrestlers' protest | 'Don't 

make it political': Left leader 
Brinda Karat asked to leave 
stage
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PhonePe raises $350 mn 
from General Atlantic at $12 
bn valuation

side fell on the chopping block within 
Microsoft"."I am on a visa and have 
limited time to find a new position," 
she added. The Indian-origin worker is 
looking for new opportunities in the 
domain of Data Science and ML 
Engineering to align her career, visa 
status, and family responsibilities. 
(Also Read: THIS public sector bank 
launches Credit card against FD; 
Check features, benefits, other key 
details)Jhavar concluded her LinkedIn 
post by saying, "Please help me find a 
suitable position to connect with a team 
where I can have a relevant role to play. 
I will be persistent until I crack my next 
move". (Also Read: RBI WARNS state 

Harshita Jhavar, a data and applied New Delhi. As Microsoft begins job cuts, for restoring Old Pension Scheme; says 
scientist at Microsoft, who spent four affected employees have started THIS)Microsoft Chairman and CEO 
years in the company in Washington, looking for new jobs on LinkedIn, and Satya Nadella said in a note to 
writes in her LinkedIn post, "I am among those impacted is an Indian- employees that the layoffs, which 
affected by the layoffs at Microsoft origin worker in the US who says "she would affect about 5 percent of 
today. Many teams from the hardware is on visa and has limited time". Microsoft's workforce.

Explained: Why foreign investors are 
on a selling spree on Dalal Street

I'm on visa, have limited time: Sacked 
Indian-origin Microsoft worker

employees in Washington of mentioned, and "I expected there 
which the majority worked in would be more role reductions in 
Seattle, where one of the early 2023".
company's headquarters is As Amazon announced to lay off 
l o c a t e d ,  r e p o r t s  T h e  18,000 employees globally, 
Verge.Amazon started its first including nearly 1,000 in India, 
r o u n d  o f  l a y o f f s  l a s t  reports have surfaced that some of 
November. At the time, there the impacted employees broke 
were reports that around down and were left "crying in the 
10,000 people would be office" when they heard they have 
affected, including members been asked to go. On Grapevine, a 
of its hardware and services, community app for Indian 
human resources, and retail professionals, an Amazon India 
teams. (Also Read: THIS employee posted sad scenes at 
public sector bank launches Microsoft joins layoffs spree; Company offices, including people crying 
Credit card against FD; Check features, plan to FIRE THOUSANDS of after the announcement of layoffs.New Delhi. Amazon has started notifying 
benefits, other key details)Earlier this employees-- Read details inside)A memo its employees affected by its new round of Amazon ear l ier  admit ted i t  was  
month, Amazon confirmed the layoffs from CEO Andy Jassy posted on the layoffs, as a part of its plan to reduce its consol idat ing "some teams and 
and their massive scale, saying that company's website announced that headcount by around 18,000 people, the programmes" in its hardware and services 
including the ones from last year, impacted employees would be notified media reported. It however, remains division, and Jassy had told workers that 
Wednesday's round, and potential starting on Wednesday. Jassy said in a unclear as to how many employees are there would be "more role reductions as 
additional cuts in 2023, they would affect statement that they were not done with the being affected in this particular round, but leaders continue to make adjustments" in 
18,000 employees overall. (Also Read: annual planning process as earlier the company already laid off 2,300 2023.

Amazon begins new round of 
layoffs, 18K jobs to go

New Delhi Domestic markets have 
been under severe pressure over the 
past month as foreign investors have 
started aggressively offloading their 
stakes, turning net sellers for 17 
straight sessions till Monday.While 
Foreign Institutional Investors (FIIs) 
snapped the 17-day streak and took a 
breather on Tuesday to turn net 
buyers, the trend reversed again on 
Wednesday.FIIs have offloaded 
domestic equities worth over Rs 

concerns over worsening global 
15,000 crore in the first half of January, IT sector that saw a selloff worth Rs growth are two other factors that have 
the most since the end of September 3,457 crore and oil & gas consumable tr iggered the selloff .Jefferies’ 
2022, showed data from the National fuels at Rs 2,825 crore.Christopher Wood has noted that 
Securit ies Depository Limited Metals was the only major sector that saw China’s reopening is gaining a lot of 
(NSDL).The sustained selling by FIIs a renewed spark of interest from attention from foreign investors and 
comes amid weakness in the equity foreign investors, who bought equities even as India’s demand remains “rock-
benchmarks that have also fallen nearly worth Rs 2,518 crore. Demand for solid”, high valuations continue to pose 
one per cent between January 1 and metals is likely to grow as China, the a challenge. Jefferies had earlier cut 
January 15.Analysts have cited world’s largest consumer of metals, is India’s weighting in the Asia Pacific 
multiple reasons behind the extended reopening after lifting stringent Covid-ex-Japan portfolio by half a percentage 
selling by FIIs, especially expensive 19 restrictions.With global sentiment point, while raising China’s weightage 
valuations. Indian stocks have become edging lower, foreign investors may by one percentage point.
overvalued as the domestic equity continue with their share selling spree FII/FPI buying and selling trendsmarkets have outperformed their in domestic stock markets. This could The heaviest selloff by foreign investors global peers, forcing foreign investors lead to an extended period of volatility has been seen in the financial sector, to look for cheaper valuations in in the domestic stock markets, where they offloaded shares worth Rs markets like China and Taiwan.The according to analysts.6,700 crore. This was followed by the reopening of trade in China and 

Vedanta's Cairn Oil & Gas announces 
appointment of  Nick Walker as new CEO

New Delhi. 

since mining billionaire Anil technologies and processes, with a 
Agarwal-led group bought the focus  on  i nnova t i on  and  
company from Scottish explorer digitalization, for business 
Cairn Energy plc, now known as transformation, the statement 
Capricorn Energy plc, in 2011. said."Cairn Oil  & Gas is  

committed to increasing India's Walker comes into Cairn Oil & Gas 
domestic crude oil and gas after Prachur Sah quit the firm to 
production with a vision to join Indus Towers Ltd (formerly 
contribute 50 per cent of India's Bharti Infratel Ltd) as managing 
production and adding reserves director and CEO effective 
and resources."As one of the January 3, 2023.Rahul Dhir, the 
fastest developing economies, company's first CEO who 
India is seeking to achieve energy o v e r s a w  i t s  l i s t i n g  a n d  Vedanta's Cairn Oil & Gas on 
self-sufficiency through a marked development of India's biggest oil Thursday announced the appointment of 
reduction in oil imports which discovery in Rajasthan, quit the Nick Walker as the new chief executive 
currently account for 85 per cent company in August 2012. His officer (CEO) of the company.In a 
of nationalconsumption," it successor P Elango resigned in statement, the company said the 

appointment is effective January said.India produced 22.1 million May 2014, while the third CEO 
5."Before this appointment, Walker was Nick's global experience and incredible tonnes or 442,000 barrels per day Mayank Ashar resigned in May 2016. 
president and chief executive officer at track record in the energy sector will of crude oil during the first nine months of Thereafter, Sudhir Mathur resigned in 
Lundin Energy, one of the leading provide the right expertise as Cairn the current fiscal, according to official April 2018. Sah was appointed eputy 
European independent E&P companies," embarks on the next phase ofgrowth and data available from the Union Ministry ofCEO in October 2020.Announcing the 
it said.Having worked previously in sustainability." Walker will be leading all appointment of the new CEO, Anil Petroleum and Natural Gas.
companies like BP, Talisman Energy and aspects of Cairn's strategy, including the Agarwal, Chairman, of Vedanta Vedanta in a stock exchange filing on Africa Oil, he has over 30 years of diverse development of strategic alliances with Resources Ltd, said, "We welcome Nick January 3, 2023, giving out production international experience in technical, 

global partners to fast-track business as the CEO for Vedanta's Cairn Oil & Gas numbers, stated that its oil and gas commercial and executive leadership 
delivery.He will drive the adoption and business and look forward to himdriving production during the October-December roles
deployment of best-in-class oil and gas the company's growth in years to come. quarter was 144,789 barrels per day.He will be the sixth CEO of the company 

Budget 2023: Govt may cut 
FY24 divestment target 
after struggling this year

New Delhi   The government is likely to reduce its 
FY24 divestment target after finding it hard to 
meet its target for the ongoing financial year 
amid rising uncertainty in a tense global 
environment, according to a Reuters report 
quoting analysts.

Analysts at Kotak Institutional Equities said in a 
fresh note that divestments in FY23 could stand 
at Rs 35,000 crore, which is just over half the 
target of Rs 65,000 crore. For FY24, the 
brokerage feels that the government will settle 
for a lower divestment target of Rs 50,000 
crore."We pencil in divestment receipts of 350 
billion Indian rupees ($4.30 billion) in 
2022/23...For 2023/24, we factor in divestments 
of 500 billion rupees," Kotak Institutional 
Equities said in a note.The brokerage believes 
that the government would look to raise money 
by divesting further stakes in Life Insurance 
Corporation, Shipping Corporation of India and 
exiting holdings of Specified Undertaking of 
UTI, an investment vehicle which holds shares 
of listed and unlisted entities previously held by 
the failed Unit Trust of India.

They also highlighted that outright privatisation 
before the general elections in 2024 will be 

difficult. Another brokerage, Nomura, also 
expects a more conservative divestment target 
of $50,000 crore for FY24.Divestment is a 
process undertaken by the government to sell or 
liquidate the stake it has in a PSU or subsidiary. 
The government usually goes for disinvestment 
when a PSU becomes a liability. Divestment 
receipts contribute to the government’s non-tax 
revenue, and strong inflows can significantly 
help in narrowing the fiscal deficit  
gap.Meanwhile, Morgan Stanley said the delay 
in the process of divestment and privatisation 
could increase the burden on fiscal accounts.

It may be noted that the government has struggled 
this year with its divestment plans due to 
unfavourable market conditions, triggered by 
worsening economic conditions around the 
world.

New Delhi.  Benchmark stock market indices opened 
weaker on Thursday as volatility rose in the wake of 
weak US economic data that has heightened recession 
worries.

At the opening bell, the S&P BSE Sensex was down over 
200 points, while the NSE Nifty50 also traded 
marginally lower. Broader markets also reflected the 
volatility seen in the benchmark equity indices.Some 
of the top gainers on the 30-scrip Sensex in early trade 
were Axis Bank, Sun Phara, HDFC Bank, Tata Steel 
and Mahindra & Mahindra, while the top losers were 
Kotak Mahindra Bank, Titan, Ultratech Cement, 
IndusInd Bank, HUL and Bharti Airtel.

Shares of Adani Enterprises were down over 3 per cent 
on the Nifty index. All of the sectoral indices were 
trading in red except Nifty Oil & Gas.Some of the 
stocks to watch out for today are HUL and Asian 
Paints, which will be reporting their third-quarter 
results later in the day. Most investors will be looking 
forward to commentary on the impact of inflation on 
demand.Domestic markets continue to remain under 
pressure as foreign institutional investors were net 
sellers of shares once again on Wednesday, offloading 
equities worth Rs 319 crore. However, the impact of 
weaker global cues could be limited as oil prices fell 
about 1 per cent in the wake of a higher possibility of a 
US recession.

Sensex, Nifty under pressure 
as global cues weaken; Adani 
Enterprises down 3%

Bullish trends dominant in 
run-up month to Budget

New Delhi. PhonePe, the Walmart-owned fintech firm, 
has raised $350 million in funding from General 
Atlantic at a pre-money valuation of $12 billion. The 
investment marks the first tranche of an up to $1 billion 
total fundraising that commenced this month.

With this funding round PhonePe has more than doubled 
its valuation from $5.5 billion in 2020. With $12 billion 
valuation PhonePe has entered the decacorn ranking.

General Atlantic will be further adding substantial capital 
along with Walmart and other new investors to the final 
raise of $1 billion. said sources. It could not be 
immediately ascertained how the cap table of the 
company will look like, as the other investments will 
come in a few weeks. Qatar Investment Authority and 
Microsoft have brought shares directly into the 
company as part of the complete separation from 
Flipkart.The funding round, which has other global and 
domestic investors, follows PhonePe’s recent change of 
domicile to India and full separation from e-commerce 
giant Flipkart. PhonePe plans will use the money to 
make investments in infrastructure, including 
developing data centres and building financial services 
offerings at scale. The company also plans to invest in 
new businesses, including insurance, wealth 
management, and lending.

PhonePe, which was funded in December 2015, said the 
funding will help it "turbo-charge" digital payments in 
India and enable greater financial inclusion. The 
company has more than 400 million registered users, 
meaning that more than one in four Indians use its 
services.“I would like to thank General Atlantic and all 
our existing and new investors for the trust they have 
placed in us. We are an Indian company, built by 
Indians, and our latest fundraise will help us further 

accelerate the Government of India’s vision of digital 
financial inclusion for all,” said Sameer Nigam, 
founder and CEO of PhonePe.“We look forward to 
delivering the next phase of our growth by investing in 
new business verticals like Insurance, Wealth 
Management and Lending, while also facilitating the 
next wave of growth for UPI payments in India,’’ he 
said.“…the PhonePe management team have pursued a 
clear mission to drive payments digitalization and 
significantly broaden access to financial tools for the 
people of India. They remain focused on driving 
adoption of inclusive products developed on the open 
API-based ‘India stack.’ This vision is aligned with 
General Atlantic’s longstanding commitment to 
backing high-growth businesses focused on inclusion 
and empowerment,” said Shantanu Rastogi, managing 
director and head of India at General Atlantic. 
“PhonePe recently announced a full separation from 
the Flipkart Group. After a partial separation from 
Flipkart in December 2020, a number of Flipkart 
shareholders, led by Walmart, acquired shares in the 
recent separation.

While Foreign Institutional 

Investors (FIIs) snapped the 

17-day streak and took a 

breather on Tuesday to turn 

net buyers, the trend reversed 

again on Wednesday. 

Walker comes into Cairn Oil & 

Gas after Prachur Sah quit the 

firm to join Indus Towers Ltd as 

managing director and CEO 

effective January 3, 2023

New Delhi.Past trends have shown that in the last six of 
the previous 10 budgets, bullish trends were dominant 
during the month ahead of the budget presentation, 
reports said. The BSE Sensex corrected sharply by 7.5 
percent in 2016 in the one-month run-up to the budget 
that year, reports citing markets data said. In 2013, the 
benchmark had fallen 6.2 percent, while in 2012, it had 
slid by 3.8 percent.In 2020 also, it fell by 3.8 percent. In 
2014, the benchmark was down 0.8 percent, and 0.7 
percent in 2015. However, the BSE Sensex did well in 
the month prior to the union budget in 2017 and 2018, 
gaining 5.7 percent and 6.2 percent, as per data. (Also 
Read: Union Budget 2023-24: All you need to know 
about process involved in making of Budget)Similarly, 
the benchmark rose 1.5 percent in 2021 and 0.6 percent 
in 2019. With the Union Budget for 2023-24 just days 
away, there are chances that there could be volatility in 
the BSE benchmark, due to expectations of US Federal 
Reserve hiking rates. (Also Read: Here are 10 reasons 
why RBI warned states to restore Old Pension Scheme 
(OPS))Also with the geopolitical situation still fluid 
due to the ongoing Russia-Ukraine war, the markets in 
the run-up to the budget may show bullish trends What 
is to be noted is the fact that in 2022, the BSE 
benchmark surged 4.4 percent. In this scenario, it needs 
to be seen how the overall trend remains during this 
month.

Amazon started its first round 

of  layoffs last November. At the 

time, there were reports that 

around 10,000 people would be 

affected, including members of  

its hardware and services, 

human resources, and retail 

teams.
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New Delhi, The SA20 competition 
has started off in a riveting manner. 
The premier franchise tournament 
of South Africa has seen some 
sensational performances. Several 
youngsters have shown the 
capability of using this platform as 
a launchpad and breaking into the 
national team. However, on 18 
January, the SA20 league caught 
attention in the social media for 
another incident.

chase and one of them running in from In a game between Sunrisers Eastern 
square gave a valiant dive. The dive took Cape and MI Cape Town, 
him outside the boundary line in process presenter Zainab Abbas landed 
catching Abbas on the leg. Abbas' tumble herself in a little bit of trouble. 
was caught live by the camera.While commentating on the 

Abbas although stood up straightaway boundary line, Zainab Abbas took 
confirming to the commentary team in the a major tumble after getting caught 
studio that she was fine and did not cop a by one of the MI Cape Town 
major blow to her calf.The match was won fielders in the game. The incident 
by Sunrisers Eastern Cape after a stunning happened in the 13th over of the short delivery in the final ball of Sam Curran counter-attacking knock from Marco Jansen second innings, when Marco Jansen was in the 13th over that went flat to the mid- who scored 66 off 27 balls. SUNE chased a batting for the SUNE team.Jansen pulled a wicket area. The 2 MI fielders gave the ball a target of 172 runs with three balls remaining.

system in place that I’m buying 
into and trusting the work that 
I’m doing with my team,” said 
the world No. 77. I’m feeling 
good and confident that in six 
months’ time, it’s not going to be 
the finished product, but 
hopefully I would have made 
strides,” Raducanu added.The 
20-year-old said she did not play 
her best tennis against Gauff, 
insisting the American is a great 

again. With more than five hours under my opponent and athlete.
New Delhi British tennis star Emma belt of practice, perhaps, but she’s a great “I didn’t necessarily play my best today, 

Raducanu said that her and Coco Gauff are opponent. We’re going to be playing each although in the second set I had chances and 
going to be the next generation of women’s other many more times because we’re both was pushing. I still don’t think I did my best, 
tennis players. Raducanu lost to Gauff in young and upcoming. We’re going to be the but props to her, she’s a great opponent and 
straight sets in the second round of the next generation,” said Raducanu.The 2021 athlete. The limited practice time meant it’s 
Australian Open. US Open champion said she is trusting the been difficult to play matches and be in that 

Speaking after her loss, Raducanu said her and work she’s putting in with her team, adding condition. I think we’ve done a good job to 
Gauff are going to be the next generation of that she is looking to make strides in the get me on court this week. I’ve got a lot of 
women’s cricket, adding that she would love next six months.“I’m looking forward to work to do from here and moving forward,” 
to play Gauff again.“I’d love to play Coco putting in the work and having a good said Raducanu.

Australian Open: We’re going to be the next generation, 
says Emma Raducanu after defeat against Coco Gauff

New Delhi French star Jeremy Chardy accused 
a chair umpire of making "the biggest 
mistake of the Australian Open" on Thursday, 
after losing his second-round mtch to Briton 
Dan Evans on Thursday.The 35-year-old 
slammed the chair umpire following a 
contentious decision during his second-
round match on Court 3 against Britain's Dan 
Evans, which he eventually lost.It came at a 
crucial time, when Chardy was defending a 
breakpoint at 3-3 in the first set. A ball fell out 
of his pocket as he hit a forehand, but he kept 
playing and Evans returned, with the umpire 
calling "Let" a split-second after Chardy hit 
his next shot, which found the net.Chardy 
immediately appealed to the chair umpire, 
but Miriam Bley ruled that the point would 
not be replayed, with Evans pointing out that 
he neither saw nor complained about the ball 
dropping out of the pocket.

"We play with someone who cannot umpire," 

Chardy said. "In my life, 20 years I've never 
had one umpire bad like you. Where are you 
looking? Youlooking at the birds? The 
clouds?/"It's the biggest mistake of the 
Australian Open. There's not one umpire on 
tour that does this mistake, not one."

He then called for a supervisor and said: "If you 
don't confirm that I called let, I lose all respect 
for you. She's lying. Can she have a fine? 
When we do something bad we are fined, can 
she have a fine?"Evans, who next faces 
Andrey Rublev or Emil Ruusuvuori in the 
third round, did not have much sympathy for 
Chardy."I think the rule should be if a ball 
comes out of your pocket, you lose the point," 
he said. "He missed the ball."If a ball comes 
out your pocket, it's your own fault."Chardy 
said later in a news conference that he 
expected the chair umpire to stop the 
point."She says she didn't even see the ball. I 
don't know what she's doing because she 
doesn't call in or out. She just called the score, 
and if she doesn't watch the point, I don't 
know why she's on the chair. That's it."

Chardy reiterated his call for officials to be 
fined for errors they make.

New Delhi.  After undergoing Marsh last played for his country 
surgery on his troubled ankle, star a g a i n s t  E n g l a n d  i n  
Australian all-rounder Mitchell November.Glenn Maxwell ,  
Marsh hopes to make a comeback another Australian all-rounder 
in the highly anticipated ODI who broke his left fibula, is also 
series against India in March.The fighting to prove his fitness for the 
31-year-old had ankle problems India tour, though his chances are 
during Australia's failed T20 less likely than Marsh's.
World Cup campaign last year, Maxwell stated that he is assessing 
and he was later ruled out of the his progress week by week and 
Big Bash League (BBL) in that it appears less likely that he 
December after undergoing will return to the Melbourne Stars 
surgery on a long-standing before the end of the BBL.We've 
injury.He has now started his got the Test tour of India coming 
recovery and went for his first run up and I was super motivated to get 
on Wednesday, hoping to be on the myself ready for that. Whether or 
plane to India for the One-Day work to do. Hopefully (I'll) be I'll parachute in for another final not I'm on that, only time will tell," 
Internationals."First running back playing in five or six weeks," day, which will be great," he said, Maxwell said."But I've done 
session today. Felt really nice to Marsh told 'Fox Cricket'."I'm adding that he's eyeing a return for everything in my power to try and 
get back to that. It was pretty easy looking forward to that. It's the last WA's final one-day clash this get ready for it and get myself back 
but quite tough. I've got a bit of domestic one-dayer for us and then domestic season. playing. 

Team India, insisting that that's the area 
where there will be a little more churning.

"Like we saw, we have seen it earlier in the 
T20 format as well. India can get to 190-
200 but sometimes struggles to defend that 
total. So, clearly bowling is the area that 
has been a concern for a while. That is 
where you find a little more churning 
going on," Gavaskar added.When New 
Zealand were reeling at 131 for 6 after 
having lost their captain Tom Latham, not 
many would have thought that Rohit 
Sharma would be anxious in final few 
overs.In fact, quite a few fans at the Rajiv 
Gandhi International Cricket Stadium left 
the stands and made their way back home, 
assuming that it was a walk in the park for 
India, who had rode on Shubman Gill's 
double hundred to post 349 on the board in  New Delhi. Former India captain Sunil 
the 1st of a 3-match ODI series on Gavaskar has said that defending targets 
Wednesday, January 18.has always been Team India's problem. The 

However, 31-year-old Michael Bracewell, Men in Blue beat New Zealand by 12 runs 
playing only his 17th ODI, thrilled the fans to take a 1-0 lead in the three-match ODI 
who stayed back and gave Rohit Sharma series.Speaking after the game, Gavaskar 
plenty of moments to worry. Bracewell hit said defending targets has always been one the Indian batting with the depth (that they I think that's always been one of India's 

140 in just 78 balls, smashing 10 sixes and of India's problems, adding that if India were have) they would have got it," said problems. Not being able to defend. India is 
12 boundaries, as he gave India a massive given the task of chasing then they would Gavaskar.He went on to say that bowling always good at chasing. If a similar situation 
scare in the first ODI.have. has been an area of concern for a while for was given to India to chase 350 then I I think 

Australia's Mitchell Marsh hopes to be fit for ODI series vs 
India: Hopefully will play in five or six weeks

IND vs NZ: Not being able to defend has always 
been India's problem, says Sunil Gavaskar

Watch: Fielder crashes into presenter 
on the boundary line in SA20

New Delhi.Former India batsman Suresh 
Raina revealed that MS Dhoni is aware that 
fans refer to DRS as the Dhoni Review 
System while adding, the Indian legend used 
to take the reviews at the last moment. Dhoni 
was known for his brilliant decision-making 
skills in addition to his batting and wicket-
keeping abilities. Dhoni had been skeptical 
of the Decision Review System (DRS) for a 
long time, so the Indian team decided not to 
use it in the bilateral series.With time, MS 
Dhoni was convinced of technology and 
quickly became arguably the best DRS 
practitioner. His accuracy level was so high 
that it was dubbed the Dhoni Review 
System, and there were numerous occasions 
throughout his international career when the 
former India captain proved them correct. 
Such was MSD's authority of DRS Review 
that there came a time when fans renamed it 
as 'Dhoni Review System'.

Dhoni had the best view of the action as a 
wicketkeeper, which definitely helped him 
make the right decisions. However, the fact 
that not every wicketkeeper is as skilled with 
t h e  D R S  o n l y  a d d s  t o  D h o n i ' s  
uniqueness."MS Dhoni is aware that fans 
call DRS the Dhoni Review System," Suresh 
Raina told Viacom18 Sports."Even for me, it 
has always been the Dhoni Review System. 
Only later, I discovered the real term. Dhoni 
always takes the review at the last second 
because the bowler always thinks that it is 
out but it is Dhoni, who, from behind the 
stumps has a clearer vision of all three 
stumps and can take a better call," Raina also 
joked.Dhoni's former teammate Pragyan 
Ojha also jokingly said that he felt that the 
umpire used to check if MS Dhoni had 
appealed for the wicket."I feel the umpire 
checks as well if Dhoni has appealed for the 
wicket or not. If Dhoni has appealed, it must 
be out," Pragyan Ojha too cheekily said.

New Delhi.  The 22-time Grand Slam singles 
champion Rafael Nadal suffered an injury 
after a bitter end to his title defence at the 
Australian Open 2023.Nadal, the top seed at 
the Australian Open 2023, slumped to a 4-6, 
4-6, 5-7 defeat against America's Mackenzie 
McDonald at Rod Laver Arena.The 36-year-
old Spaniard gave an update on his injury and 
revealed that he had an MRI scan on his left 
leg which confirmed a Grade 2 lesion in the 
Iliacus Psoas. He added that he would need 
six to eight weeks to recover from the injury.I 
have carried out medical tests after the defeat 
yesterday. The MRI shows a grade 2 lesion in 
the Iliacus Psoas of his left leg. Now it's 
sports  rest  and anti- inflammatory 
physiotherapy. Normal recovery time 6 to 8 
weeks," Nadal tweeted.The defeat marks the 
Spaniard Nadal's fourth loss to an American, 
having previously lost to Frances Tiafoe (US 
Open 2022 Round of 16), Tommy Paul (Paris 
Masters 2022 Round of 32) and Taylor Fritz 
(ATP World Tour Finals group stage).

Nadal pulled up with an injury close to the 
second set and took a medical timeout during 
the second-round match. In the second set at 
4-3, he moved to his left while chasing a 
forehand on the first point of the game but he 
pulled up in pain. Nadal left the court with a 
physio, at 5-3."In the end, I can't complain 
about my life at all. So just in terms of sports 
and in terms of injuries and tough moments, I 
mean, that's another one. Just can't say that I 
am not destroyed mentally at this time, 
because I will be lying," Nadal said after the 
match.

Jeremy Chardy calls chair 
umpire a 'liar' after 

Australian Open exit: Never 
had a bad umpire like her

Gavaskar says defending 

targets have been India's 

problem

ZGavaskar says bowling 

has been an area of 

concern for India

ZIndia beat New Zealand 

by 12 runs

Rafael Nadal suffers 
injury after bitter end 
to Australian Open title 
defence

MS Dhoni is aware that 
fans call DRS the Dhoni 
Review System, says 
Suresh Raina

Australia all-rounder 

Mitchell Marsh is on 

the road to recovery 

after undergoing 

surgery on his 

troubled ankle. 

Marsh hopes to 

feature in the 

upcoming ODI tour 

of  India.

British tennis star Emma 

Raducanu said that her and Coco 

Gauff are going to be the next 

generation of women’s tennis 

players. Raducanu lost to Gauff 

in straight sets in the second 

round of the Australian Open.

Zainab Abbas narrowly avoided an 

injury at SA20

ZThe incident happened in the 13th 

over of the match with Sunrisers 

batting

ZAbbas stood up straightaway and 

let people know that she was fine

 Number two seed Casper Ruud 
of Norway crashed out of the Australian 
Open 2023 after losing to America's Jenson 
Brooksby in a four-set marathon on 
Thursday.Ruud, the US Open 2022 finalist, 
saved three match points to force a fourth set 
but eventually went down against a charged-
up Brooksby 3-6, 5-7, 7-6(4), 2-6 in the 
second-round singles match at Rod Laver 
Arena.Aryna Sabalenka had a contradicting 
match on the fourth day of the tournament as 
the number five seed eased past America's 
Shelby Rogers in straight sets in the second 
round. Sabalenka secured a 6-3, 6-1 win to 
storm into the third round.A day after top 
seed Rafael Nadal was knocked out by an 
lower-ranked American, Ruud faced the 
same outcome against another unseeded 
American in a battle that lasted three hours 
and 55 minutes.

"First and foremost, Casper is a warrior," 
Brooksby said. "I knew it would be great 
battle out there. I was pretty confident with 
my level and just wanted to have fun 
competing out there. I was just really proud 
of my mental resolve there, after the third-set 
battle didn't go my way, to just turn it 
around."Brooksby dominated the long 
rallies, winning 50 of 68 exchanges. Neither 
of the two had an easy time on court as they 
split the break point chances 13-12 in favour 
of Brooksby. The American converted on 
nine opportunities against Ruud, which 
made the difference.

New Delhi.  

Australian Open: No.2 
seed Casper Ruud 
crashes out, No.5 seed 
Aryna Sabalenka 
reaches third round

New Delhi, Friday, 20 January, 2023 THE SIKH TIMES
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